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Students Name 
Kindly mention your name correctly 

221 responses

Era Dipake

Avadhut Dilip Jadhav

Shubham Vitthal Gholap

Jidnyasa Bhanudas Ranpise

Handal Tejas Abasaheb

Kiran Bhimrao Sartape

Pragati Nalawade

Raviraj Machhindra Adsul

Dhende Suraj Popat

chaudhari amit devram

bhandalkar akash shivaji

Madhuri Sunil Bhise

Shrikant kshirsagar

Swapnil Shivaji Bhuimbar

Pokalwar swapnil Santosh

Kumudini Satish Tagade

mohsib raisoddin sayyed

Sachin

Deepali Atul Jagtap

Renuka Dewangan

Rahul Antaji Jadhav



Madhavi Manik Gadale

Pranali Thorat

Shubham shinde

Mangesh chandrakant yadav

Zare Krushna Madneshwar

Pranav Harishchandra Tate

Chaitanya Kondiba Margale

Vaishnavi Pokale

Tejas

Saurabh Anil Pawar

Shweta Agrawal

Dinesh Madhukar Dengale

Maghade Komal Ravindra

Landge Priyanka Arjun

Kapil phand

Dipak Ganechari

Rutik Rode

Divya Anil kukade

Mahesh Talekar

SHELAR vaibhav maruti

Ajay Chawla

Rushikesh Dhanraj Telpure

Aishwarya Mahadev Jadhav



Dhanshree Kalidas Rakhunde

Siddhi Sudhir Mahajan

Manali Sunil Shimpi

Priyanka Yallappa Gadam

Dikole Sujata Sunil

Margewad Anil Shivaji

Tejas vishwas zende

SURAJ GAUTAM PACHKUDAVE

Ankita Shrikrushna Sahastrabuddhe

Dipali Pandurang Lakade

Ramesh Ghatule

DEMBALKAR SHUBHAM

Kedar Shashikant Inamke

Shubham Sanjay Gaikwad

Abuj Amol Subhash

Mayuri prakash Wankhade

Pranjal ganpat kamble

Sahane Swapnil Madhukar

Aarti Devnath Bawane

Supriya padmakar sarwade

Hritik bankar

Vandana Garje

Ankita Hanmantrao Rathod



Prajakta Mahadeo Jagadale

Vishal Gorakshnath Gaikwad

Pratiksha Sanjay Hole

Kothari siddhi paras

Mayuri Maruti adsul

Mangesh Awdhut Panzade

Akanksha Subhash kolhe.

Karan Dhanyakumar Kanade

Rohit Santosh Lokhande

NAVNATH BALU GORE

Yadav mangesh chandrakant

Pratiksha Ramachandra Chaudhari

Praful Mohan Mastake

Nikhil Ashok Wani

Tejas

Sakshi Anil Temgire

RAVI BALBHIM LOKHANDE

Chandrakant nagnath kamble

Lokhande Shrikrishna Bharat

Amol Ratod

Sanjana Mahavir Patil

Paradhe Avinash Ananda

Priyanka Vilas jawanjal



Rachana Maheshwari

Joshi Yuvraj Prabhakar

AJIT BALASAHEB KAMTHE

Sahil Sandeep Dhume

Harshit Dangmali

Rahul Rathi

Sumit

Sagar manjare

Krushnath chavan

Pratiksha Khomane

110 more responses are hidden



Students E-mail
Kindly mention your email correctly 

221 responses

era962289@gmail.com

tejastupsoundare2000@gmail.com

avadhutdjadhav3852@gmail.com

shubhamgholap5@gmail.com

priyankagadam17@gmail.com

ranpisejidnyasa@gmail.com

tejashandal9604@gmail.com

Vandanagarje53@gmail.com

kiransartape@gmail.com

nalawadepragati2804@gmail.com

ravirajadsul3@gmail.com

anushka23asas@gmail.com

surajdhende8@gmail.com

rutujasasane3@gmail.com

amitchaudhari1995@gmail.com

madhuribhise666@gmail.com

kshirsagar10@yahoo.co.in

swapnilbhuimbar143@gmail.com

spokalwar123@gmail.com

tagade.kumudini@gmail.com

sayyedmohsib0190@gmail.com



Sachinkolape832@gmail.com

dipalijagtap229@gmail.com

renuka2011990@gmail.com

Rahulraje9595@gmail.com

madhavigadale@gmail.com

pranalithorat1121996@gmail.com

Shubhamshinde7257@gmail.com

yadavmangesh1310@gmail.com

Zarekrushna957@gmail.com

pranavtate33281@gmail.com

chaitanyamargale123@gmail.com

vaishnavipokale1261@gmail.com

saurabhapawar2000@gmail.com

shwetaagrawal3115@gmail.com

dineshdengale555@gmail.com

komalmaghade1999@gmail.com

priyankalandge999@gmail.com

Phandkapil99@gmail.com

dipakganechari727@gmail.com

Rutikrode96@gmail.com

divyakukade2000@gmail.com

maheshtalekar82@gmail.com

vaibhavshelar0212@gmail.com



chawlaajay02@gmail.com

Rushitelpure12@gmail.com

aishwaryajadhav3929@gmail.com

dhanshreerakhunde332@gmail.com

siddhimahajan047@gmail.com

manaashimpi2001@gmail.com

poojaujankar@gmail.com

anilmargewad@gmail.com

Tejaszende4@gmail.com

pachkudavesuraj@gmail.com

sahastrabuddheankita@gmail.com

lakadedipali04@gmail.com

ghatuleramesh@gmail.com

Dembalkar999@gmail.com

Inamkekedar2828@gmail.com

gaikwadshubham2222@gmail.com

amolabuj2000@gmail.com

mayuriwankhade37@gmail.com

Pranjalkamble777@gmail.com

Swapnilsahane0000@gmail.com

bawaneaarti4@gmail.com

sarwadesupriya265@gmail.com

Hritikbankar3262@gmail.com



rathodankita992@gmail.com

prajujagadale1305@gmail.com

gaikwadvishal1510@gmail.com

holepratiksha0059@gmail.com

siddhikothari2001@gmail.com

Mayurijadhav2207@gmail.com

mpanzade001@gmail.com

akankshakolhe7719@gmail.com

karankanade05@gmail.com

rohitlokhande3567@gmail.com

navnathbagore8888@gmail.com

Yadavmangesh1310@gmail.com

Pratikshachoudhari308@gmail.com

prafulmastake@gmail.com

nikhilw200@gmail.com

temgires754@gmail.com

ravilokhande7776@gmail.com

Chandrakant.k1873@gmail.com

lokhandes539@gmail.com

amolrathod8179@gmail.com

sanjupatil1995@gmail.com

avinashpardhe388@gmail.com

priyank.nitnaware1992@gmail.com



rachnamaheshwari.57@gmail.com

yuvrajjoshi232001@gmail.com

ajitkamthe7737@gmail.com

sahildhume1@gmail.com

harshitdangmali24@gmail.com

Rahulrathi1177@gmail.com

Sumitkale40@gmail.com

Sagarmanjare1@gmail.com

Krusnathchavan@gmail.com

gayatriamolbhor@gmail.com

106 more responses are hidden



Student Mobile   number (preferably whatsApp)

221 responses

9518591914

9595438282

9763726402

9922431033

8446818818

7798395898

7028613444

9325099623

9158382447

7057464590

8975747465

9881309385

9284397938

9405135474

9373319337

9011117613

8390777827

8412017566

7798279696

9604696317

9922530810



9975424580

7218221334

7020150279

9823896559

8669357184

+918412017566

9423964739

845907093

7385991761

9028880346

9579833911

9970338199

9689033697

7083862541

9765138443

7057679963

8308673115

8796926534

9158407633

9112753971

9130453078

8999851918

7028380271



7057940912

8605854701

9435747977

9130515929

7756030023

8830151798

9518537818

9373384716

7219638110

8087108005

7219541026

8605732231

9850939823

9960769376

8888798558

8381013535

86058 81994

9623652717

9834976499

9561390213

7066334413

8669583477

9307896823



8379971221

9561162030

8080169013

8975834100

7028880336

9975820059

9823141382/8600683901

9130702558

9503945758

7719060834

7218113543

7840946701

7083996670

9579506281

9822352832

8459688125

+919765138443

7796525309

7038751377

8177811873

8698823492

8668690585

9970372407



7038845751

7774894942

7999611343

7219504914

9075290036

9130787011

9604629972

9011775477

8766830422

8856094940

101 more responses are hidden

Year of passing  (4 digit number)

221 responses

Copy

10 /6/22 19-20 2018 2020 2021-2023 2022-23 2024
0

20

40

60

80

1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)
8 (3.6%)8 (3.6%)8 (3.6%)

1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)3 (1.4%)3 (1.4%)3 (1.4%)

29 (13.1%)29 (13.1%)29 (13.1%)

5 (2.3%)5 (2.3%)5 (2.3%)

54 (24.4%)54 (24.4%)54 (24.4%)

1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)

18 (8.1%)18 (8.1%)18 (8.1%)

1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)1 (0.5%)

79 (35.7%)79 (35.7%)79 (35.7%)

20 (9%)20 (9%)20 (9%)



Specialisation  (Major)
Kindly choose major specialisation from the list. If it is not there type
your own 

221 responses

Specialisation  (Minor)
Kindly choose major specialisation from the list. If it is not there type
your own 

221 responses

Student feedback for MPIM

Copy

Human Resource (HR)
Marketing (Mkt)
Finance (Fin)
Operations (OSCM)
other

19.5%

50.7%

17.2%

Copy

Human Resource (HR)
Marketing (Mkt)
Finance (Fin)
Operations (OSCM)
other
Only Major specialisation

13.6%

15.8%

20.4%

10.9%

23.1%

16.3%



How were following facilities at the institute?

How were e following initiatives by the college for your overall
development 

Copy

library Computer Lab Seminar Hall LCD Projector Account Section Stude
0

50

100

150 EXCELLENTEXCELLENTEXCELLENT GOODGOODGOOD POORPOORPOOR

Copy

Teaching /…

Mentoring…

Industry A…

Managem…
Sports

Cocurric
ul

0

50

100

150

EXCELLENTEXCELLENTEXCELLENT GOODGOODGOOD POORPOORPOOR



After completing this program /course, how do you see your progress on
following aspects :

After completing MBA course how do you rate relevance of MBA syllabus
to following 

Your overall experience and memories with institute network of students
teachers etc 

221 responses

Copy

My ability
 t…

My ability
 t…

My ability
 t…

My ability
 t…

My ability
 t…

My ability
 t

0

50

100

150 ExcellentExcellentExcellent GoodGoodGood PoorPoorPoor

Copy

Availability of text and reference books online
resources in market

Inculcate / improve the entrepreneurship skills
0

50

100

150 ExcellentExcellentExcellent GoodGoodGood PoorPoorPoor

Copy

Excellent
Good
Fair

31.2%

66.1%



How can we expect your contribution towards your juniors development?

221 responses

Copy

0 50 100 150

Guest Lecture / Activities

Internship / Placement

Industry Academic
partnership

Financial Sponsorship for
events

other

97 (43.9%)97 (43.9%)97 (43.9%)

111 (50.2%)111 (50.2%)111 (50.2%)

60 (27.1%)60 (27.1%)60 (27.1%)

61 (27.6%)61 (27.6%)61 (27.6%)

45 (20.4%)45 (20.4%)45 (20.4%)



Ant other suggestions for improvement of Alumni involvement for student /
institutional development 

221 responses

No

no

No

No suggestions

Placement

.

Na

NA

Nothing

Good

About placement

-

no

No suggestion

No suggestion

No suggestions

Get together and Arrange various programs for Alumini

Practical

I don't think there's any needs for improvement

Excellent

Participation of students must be made compulsory by the Institute.



good

Focus on communication and soft skills

Campus Placement

Please arrange Placement drive

Can connect back with student via digital media and there can able to share respective firm
open position that help to create opportunity to new student

Ghbb

Cleaning ness

Making introductions between alumni helps to promote camaraderie and community. Facilitate
introductions at events, via an online community or even directly by providing elements of the
alumni database to members. Digital platforms also help with curating groups of alumni who
share an affinity to help make connections.

1.Mentorship Programs: Establish mentorship programs where alumni can connect with
current students to provide guidance, career advice, and support.

2.Alumni Networking Events: Organize networking events that bring alumni and students
together, fostering professional connections and potential job opportunities.

Develop placement cell

Internet facility should be provided all across the campus

Not required

Internship or placement

Improve placements

Keep clean toilets and water

Provide professional development opportunities

Internship and placement.

Improving English

Job Placement



Compus interview will be conducted

Private sector

nothing

All is good

Nice

Try to keep get togethers fir for alumni students

It is good

It's good

...

Placement .

Thank you

Very good college and staff is superlatively cooperative

arrange guest lectures and give placement for students

Need more Placement activities

English improvement

Network area low work

Placements

Placement

Training

No suggestions.... alredy going better

No improvement required

Nothing any suggestions all over is good

Just prioritise the IT specialization.



1.Mentorship Programs: Establish mentorship programs where alumni can guide and advise
current students on career paths, academic choices, and personal growth.

2.Guest Lectures and Workshops: Invite alumni to deliver guest lectures, workshops, or panel
discussions to provide real-world insights and practical knowledge to students.

Networking Events: Organize networking events, both physical and virtual, where students can
connect with alumni from various fields, fostering valuable connections and opportunities.

Internship and Job Opportunities: Collaborate with alumni to create internship and job
opportunities for students, helping them gain practical experience and exposure.

A job fair should be held in the college which students do not have to search for jobs and get
jobs easily,

Yes

It is very good

Everything is good

No as such

no ..

Keep it up

Meet up frequently

Non

na

ye

ys

na

Please add program of softskills

no suggestions



Any other suggestion for improvement of Institute Teaching learning practices
activities students engagement 

221 responses

No

no

No suggestions

NA

.

Na

Good

Nothing

Excellent

Good

No

No suggestion

Keep it up

Placement

-

No suggestion

na

Focus more on soft skills and interpersonal skills

No not necessary

All staff members are very cooperative. No scope for improvement they are very helpful
always.



good

Some more practical knowledge and site visiting like company tours and skills development
sessions should be there.

Na

Thank you to specially More sir, kakade madam, madhuri ma'am, sathe sir and shital ma'am for
Your Guidance and Support. I hope this message finds you in good health and high spirits. As
the academic year comes to a close, I couldn't let the opportunity pass without expressing my
profound gratitude to you. Your dedication, passion, and unwavering support have made a
lasting impact on my life, and I am incredibly fortunate to have had you as my teacher.
Throughout this journey, you have consistently gone above and beyond, nurturing not just my
academic growth but also my personal development. Your commitment to helping each
student succeed is evident in the extra time and effort you've invested in us, both inside and
outside the classroom. Your patience in answering our questions and your willingness to
repeat explanations until we fully grasped the concepts deserve special recognition.Your
ability to make the most challenging topics engaging and comprehensible is truly remarkable.
You have a unique gift for inspiring curiosity and fostering a love for learning, which will
undoubtedly stay with me for the rest of my life. I have learned more than just the subject
matter; I have learned how to approach challenges with determination, how to think critically,
and how to embrace the joy of knowledge.
Beyond the academic realm, your encouragement and kind words have often been a source of
comfort during difficult times. Your belief in my potential has motivated me to strive for
excellence and push beyond my own limitations. You are not just a teacher but also a mentor
and a role model, and I am grateful for the positive influence you have had on my life.
I also want to acknowledge the countless hours you devote to your profession and the
sacrifices you make to ensure we receive the best education possible. Your commitment to
shaping the minds of future generations is truly commendable, and I can only hope that I will
one day make a similar impact on others, as you have on me.As I move forward in my
educational journey and beyond, I will carry with me the invaluable lessons and inspiration you
have imparted. Your passion for teaching has ignited a flame within me that will continue to
burn brightly, guiding me towards success and fulfillment.
Once again, thank you from the bottom of my heart. I will always remember you as a teacher
who cared, believed, and inspired. You have made an indelible mark on my life, and for that, I
am eternally grateful.

No,

Ghbb

Placement, staff extended, focus for practical knowledge bec theroticaly it's give good.
Industrial visit, enterprune seminar

Encourage teamwork and group study.
Appreciating the different learning styles of your students. Use technology and tools. Two-way
teaching. Asking for feedback from your students. Interacting with your peers.



1.Active Learning Techniques: Encourage the use of active learning methods, such as group
discussions, problem-solving exercises, and hands-on projects, to foster deeper understanding
and critical thinking among students.

2.Flipped Classroom Model: Implement the flipped classroom model, where students review
course material before class and use class time for interactive discussions and application of
concepts.

Nil

Not required

Create Program Differentiation

Communicate with parents.

About seminar and project activities

About seminar and project

Anything

Industrail Copy

Online classes

Support to students who are not attend their lectures

Good learning experience

Study hard

Keep it up

nothing

All is good

Nice

Arrange specialized guest lectures

It is good

It's good



Arrange guest lectures& give placement for students

My overall experience are good.

...

It's already great

Practical application of subject will be very useful

Placement for students

Extra activities for mba student

Placements

Placement

Improve your Placement cell

All facilities are top notch

Nothing any suggestions all over is good

No suggestions all activities are excellent

No suggestions needed

No suggestions

1.Flipped Classroom Model: Flip the traditional teaching model by having students review
course materials before class and using class time for interactive discussions, application, and
clarification of concepts.

2.Technology Integration: Integrate educational technology tools, such as online platforms,
interactive simulations, and virtual labs, to make learning more engaging and accessible.

Technology Integration: Integrate educational technology tools, such as online platforms,
interactive simulations, and virtual labs, to make learning more engaging and accessible.

Peer Teaching and Assessment: Incorporate peer teaching and peer assessment activities to
promote collaboration, knowledge sharing, and a deeper understanding of the subject matter.

Everything good

Facility is best



Yes

All are good

Everything is good

Everything was outstanding

INi

ys
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